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Swivel Hook, Adjustable Clips Pants Hanger, Hang
Slack,Trouser,Jeans,Towels Review-2021

HANG 5 ON 1 -- Hang up to 5 skirts, pants, jeans, or shorts on one hanger helping you to declutter
and save much-needed closet space. Its slim body structure takes up minimal surface space in
closets.
RELIABLE NON SLIP-GRIP -- Strong chrome-plated clips with a rubber coating ensure that clothes
never fall, keeping them gently yet securely placed on the hanger.
DURABLE & STRONG -- Hanger is crafted of high-quality anti-rust chrome metal with rubber tips on
the exposed edges preventing damages and injuries.
ADJUSTABLE & FLEXIBLE -- The clips slide easily along the bar, adjusting to fit clothing of all sizes
for adults, teens, and children. Tiers are flexible, enabling you to hang multiple garments with ease.
Each Hanger measurements 12 Â¾â€• x 13 â€•.
360Â° SWIVEL - Hangers swivel a full 360Â°, allowing you easy access to everything in your closet.
In addition, keep everything hanging in the same direction without removing garments from hangers,
granting your closet an organized effect.At Zober, we understand how difficult it can be to keep a
tidy home. This is why we have developed products that aid in the decluttering and organization of
every household. Each item is meticulously crafted with the user and their living space in mind. The
end product results in items that maximize space, simplify organization, and take the guess work out
of keeping a neat home. Our Zober Velvet Hangers are the ultimate hanger in luxurious home
organization!
Flexible Tiers
We canâ€™t take away all of lifeâ€™s troubles; we can however make hanging your pants easier.
Tiers of this hanger are flexible, greatly smoothing the process of hanging multiple garments.
Rubber Coated Edges
Hangers can be dangerous. Edges of these hangers are coated with soft rubber, so you can safely
use them without worrying about little people using the sharp edges to attack each other or
unsuspected passersby getting caught in a rugged wire.
Nonslip Clips
Oh, for the joy of closing your closet after painstakingly putting it in order. Oh, for the pain of opening
your closet to discover everything has slipped off. Well, these hangers come equipped with
rubber-coated clips, thus ensuring theyâ€™re entirely non slip.
Adjustable Clips
These will conform to you. Clips are easily adjustable, thereby neatly holding any type and size of
clothing you own. No more creased trousers from clips that are too small or stretched skirts from
ones that are too large.
Dimensions
Height 14.8"Width 13.5"Hook Height 3.5"
Less closet space. More space for your clothes.
Out of every five hangers in your closet, four are taking up unnecessary space. 5 -tier hangers can
hold up to five of any type of clothing that can be clipped.
Sleek Looking
Long-Lasting
Multi-Clothes
360-Degree Swivel Hook
Non-slip Grip Clips Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture,
description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

